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Abstract legend
Exosomes contain proteins, RNA, miRNA, Lnc-RNA and RNA splice variants. Liquid biopsy
of tumour –associated exosomes from blood or ascites is a new developing research area.
Several new techniques such as nPLEX, iMEX, ExoSearch, Exocounter and Microfluidic chip
have been recently developed for ovarian cancer detection. These new technologies play
important roles in ovarian cancer early diagnosis, prognosis and monitoring therapeutic effects.
These techniques have potential to be used for other cancers.
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Abstract
The current biomarkers available in the clinic are not enough for early diagnosis or for
monitoring disease progression of ovarian cancer. Liquid biopsy is a minimally invasive test
and has the advantage of early diagnosis and real-time monitoring of treatment response.
Although significant progress has been made in the usage of circulating tumor cells and cellfree DNA for ovarian cancer diagnosis, their potential for early detection or monitoring
progression remains elusive. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are a heterogeneous group of lipid
membranous particles released from almost all cell types. EVs contain proteins, mRNA, DNA
fragments, non-coding RNAs, and lipids and play a critical role in intercellular communication.
Emerging evidence suggests that EVs have crucial roles in cancer development and metastasis,
thus holding promise for liquid biopsy-based biomarker discovery for ovarian cancer diagnosis.
In this review, we discuss the advantages of EV-based liquid biopsy, summarize the protein
biomarkers identified from EVs in ovarian cancer, and highlight the utility of new technologies
recently developed for EV detection with an emphasis on their use for diagnosing ovarian
cancer, monitoring cancer progression, and developing personalized medicine.

Keywords: Extracellular vesicle, ovarian cancer, liquid biopsy, diagnosis
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Introduction
Ovarian cancer (OC) is one of the most lethal gynecological malignancies. It is the fifth
leading cause of cancer-related deaths among females, affecting over 290,000 women
worldwide annually [1] with an estimated 22,240 new cases and 14,070 deaths in the United
States in 2018 [2]. Due to the lack of early symptoms, physical signs, and effective screening
approaches for early diagnosis, approximately 70% of OC cases are not diagnosed until they
are in advanced stages, which only have a 20% 5-year survival rate. However, if diagnosed at
early stages, the 5-year survival rate for Stage I and II OC is 89% and 71%, respectively [2].
Therefore, early diagnosis using effective biomarkers and screening approaches is of high
importance and may improve the prognosis of a large number of OC patients.
The diagnosis of OC is mainly based on levels of biomarker CA-125 in blood and imaging
[3, 4]. CA-125, also known as MUC16, is the most clinically utilized biomarker for monitoring
the response to treatment and detecting disease recurrence in OC [5]. However, CA-125 levels
are not always increased in the early stages of OC and not every OC patient shows elevated
CA-125 levels. In addition, some other diseases such as endometriosis, inflammation, and other
types of cancers [6-8] can also cause elevated CA-125 levels. Furthermore, even with using
CA-125 as a screening marker, the overall survival rate in OC has not significantly changed in
clinical trials [4, 9]. As a result, no professional group recommends screening ovarian cancer
using CA-125 in the general population. Therefore, it is of great importance to find new
approaches to detect early stage OC.
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) including exosomes, microvesicles, and other membranous
structures are abundantly released into the extracellular space by almost all types of cells. EVs
carry complex biological information from their original cells and are useful sources for cancer
diagnosis in a non-invasive manner [10]. According to the International Society of Extracellular
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Vesicles (ISEV), the term “extracellular vesicles” is the appropriate terminology for
heterogeneous populations of vesicles isolated from cell culture supernatants or physiological
fluids [11]. Throughout this review, exosomes will be referred to as EVs.
Exosomes are cell-secreted membranous nanoscale vesicles with diameters of 50-150 nm
that contain mRNA, microRNA, small interfering RNA, and proteins [12-15]. These exosomal
contents are representative of its originating cell and contribute to intercellular communications
[16]. Exosomes attract considerable interest in the research community due to their role in
regulating multiple physiological processes and mediating systemic dissemination in various
cancers [17]. Several reports have demonstrated that exosomes exist in blood and ascites of
OC patients [18, 19]. In addition, exosomes and exosomal cargoes, such as microRNAs, were
found to play a crucial role in disease progression and potentially facilitate chemoresistance in
OC [20-22]. Therefore, OC-derived exosomes have the potential to be used as biomarkers for
the early detection of cancer and follow-up monitoring.
Liquid biopsy, a recent and hot topic in cancer detection, has been considered for the early
diagnosis of cancer [23]. Generally speaking, liquid biopsy involves the collection and analysis
of circulating tumor cells (CTCs), circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), circulating cell-free
microRNAs (cfmiRNAs), and exosomes [24]. Liquid biopsy has already been used in OC
research [24]. Both CTCs and ctDNAs in OC have been intensively studied for clinical
significance in the last two decades and the advances in the field have been recently reviewed
[25-27]. This review highlights the recent progress in new techniques for OC EV detection and
mainly focuses on EV protein biomarkers for OC early detection, monitoring cancer
progression, and personalized therapy.

EVs for liquid biopsy
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Tissue biopsy versus liquid biopsy
Surgical tissue biopsies are invasive procedures and can be associated with complications
such as bleeding and infection [28]. In addition, biopsies are often difficult to perform on
organs that lie deep within the body and the use is limited as they can give false negative results
due to sampling bias [29].
Compared to conventional tissue biopsy, liquid biopsy is growing in popularity because it is
minimally invasive, easy to use, and can have high throughput. ctDNA in the plasma of OC
patients can identify relapse or drug resistance well before clinical symptoms appear, enabling
earlier intervention and better patient outcomes [30]. Liquid biopsies measure various tumor
biomarkers such as proteins, nucleic acids, cells, and EVs in body fluid like blood. Thus, liquid
biopsies are advantageous over traditional tissue biopsies as blood samples can be easily
collected longitudinally and in large quantities, making it an attractive platform for large-scale
screening of tumor-specific mutations [31, 32]. It also has the potential of providing new
insights into prognosis, patient follow-up, treatment response, and more recently, early
diagnosis and population screening [33].

Advantages of EVs for liquid biopsy
Liquid biopsies of CTCs, ctDNA, and EVs are promising for early-stage cancer detection
and real-time monitoring the dynamics of cancer progression and metastasis [23, 34]. It has
been shown that cancer cells release EVs containing cancer-specific contents that can be easily
isolated from various body fluids [35].
However, using either CTCs or ctDNA as cancer biomarkers faces multiple technical and
translational challenges. First, scarcity and heterogeneity of CTCs make the isolation and
characterization of CTCs extremely hard [36]. Second, high fragmentation, low abundance,
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and low stability of ctDNA largely hampered the utility of ctDNA in routine clinical practice
[37, 38].
Compared with CTCs and ctDNA, EVs possess advantages in terms of abundance, stability,
and accessibility. First, EVs are abundant (108-13 exosomes/mL) in plasma and other body
fluids. Secondly, EVs are very stable [39] and can be stored at -80C° for months and even years
while maintaining protein and nucleic acid quality. Furthermore, the contents of EVs are tumorspecific and correlate with tumor staging and prognosis [40]. In addition, EVs are broadly
distributed in body fluids and thus, can be easily obtained. From the same type of tissue, cancer
cells were found to shed more EVs compared to normal cells, indicating EVs are a much more
abundant biomarker source in liquid biopsy compared to CTCs [41]. Therefore, based on these
merits, more emphasis has been put on EVs as a biomarker source for liquid biopsy of cancer
in recent years [42, 43].

EV protein biomarkers in ovarian cancer
In addition to common exosomal proteins such as TSG101, CD9, CD81, and CD63, some
other OC-induced proteins have also been investigated for screening and diagnosis. For
example, claudin-4 protein is released from OC cells via exosomes. It was reported that positive
expression of claudin-4 in exosomes in blood was shown in 32 of 63 OC patients, but in only
1 of 50 samples from healthy controls, with 51% sensitivity and 98% specificity [44],
indicating its clinical significance for OC diagnosis. Additionally, the co-expression of
exosomal claudin-4 and CA125 has also been suggested as a putative combination marker [44].
A recent proteomic analysis of exosomes from OC cell lines showed enrichment of OCspecific markers, such as mesothelin (MSLN), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), MUC16
(CA125), and WAP four-disulfide core domain protein 2 (WFDC2) [45]. Liang et al.
demonstrated that OC-derived exosomes carried a protein expression signature that was also
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overexpressed in OC tissues including epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM),
proliferation cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), tubulin beta-3 chain (TUBB3), epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR), apolipoprotein E (APOE), claudin 3 (CLDN3), fatty acid synthase
(FASN), ERBB2, and L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1CAM), suggesting that these proteins
could be used as diagnostic markers or therapeutic targets for OC [46]. Peng et al. found 70
kilodalton heat shock protein (HSP70), major histocompatibility complex class I molecule
(MHC-I), and CD81 molecular signatures on the ascites-derived exosomes of 85% OC patients.
They also showed that these exosomes could decrease the cytotoxicity of peripheral blood
mononuclear cells in the presence of dendritic cells [47], suggesting the immunotherapy
potential of exosomes. Szajnik et al. found that exosomes from OC plasma contain
distinguishable levels of TGF-β1 and melanoma-associated antigen (MAGE) 3/6 proteins
compared with those from benign tumors, indicating a diagnostic value for these biomarkers
[48]. In addition, a soluble activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (sALCAM) was
identified in EVs of sera and ascites of OC patients [49], which correlated with more aggressive
tumor types. In another study, soluble E-cadherin (sE-cad) was found to be released with EVs
into the ascitic fluid and the levels were able to distinguish between OC and benign disease
[50]. Altogether, these data suggest that the exosomal protein content may offer a novel
approach to the diagnosis of OC.
CD24 is a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol-linked glycoprotein at the cell surface and its
expression has been correlated with shortened patient survival in OC [51]. EpCAM is a
glycosylated 30-40 kDa transmembrane protein and is expressed in essentially all human
adenocarcinomas, including OC [52, 53]. Overexpression of EpCAM was found in primary
OC, as well as metastatic and recurrent/chemotherapy-resistant OC [54]. In one study, the
exosomal proteins CD24 and EpCAM were isolated from ascites fluid of OC patients,
suggesting their prognostic role in the clinic or value in treatment planning [18]. In another
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study, CD24 and EpCAM were selectively present on ascites exosomes of OC patients and
proposed as putative biomarkers for OC detection [55]. Ketter et al. found that OC ascitesderived exosomes containing proteins such as L1CAM, CD24, ADAM metallopeptidase
domain 10 (ADAM10), and extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN) were
associated with an increased potential of tumor progression, which indicates that these
exosomal protein markers are potential therapeutic targets for OC treatment [56]. A
microfluidic “ExoSearch chip” has been designed for the non-invasive diagnosis of OC by
multiplexed measurement of three exosomal tumor markers: CA125, EpCAM, and CD24 [57].
This new microfluidic technique will be detailed later in this review. Together, these studies
indicate CD24 and EpCAM are useful exosome biomarkers for OC diagnosis and prognosis.
Table 1 summarizes the EV protein markers in OC diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy for
personalized medicine.
The potential EV protein biomarkers identified hold promise for screening for early
diagnosis of OC. Due to tumor heterogeneity, instead of a single marker for OC detection, a
panel of biomarkers will be more useful and reliable for OC early diagnosis and screening highrisk individuals, such as women with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation, OC patients’ first-degree
relatives, or those with history of early breast cancer. In addition, the panel of biomarkers could
be used to distinguish low-grade ovarian cancer from high-grade cases to predict the prognosis
of OC patients and to better select an appropriate treatment. Furthermore, the panel of
biomarkers could be used for longitudinal monitoring of therapy response (chemotherapy,
immunotherapy, or combination therapy). Several multiplexed analysis platforms have
recently been developed for exosome isolation and high throughput screening of clinical
samples [58-60]. On the non-protein side, a novel urine exosomal RNA-based test, ExoDx®
Prostate (IntelliScore), is now available for clinical use as a Laboratory Developed Test (LDT)
in the US. Using a 3-gene expression panel, this test facilitated the identification of high-grade
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prostate cancer patients among those with elevated levels of biomarker PSA [61]. These new
platforms and assays are useful tools to expedite exosome-related research and the clinical
translation of this research into OC detection.
In summary, EV protein biomarkers are an attractive source for providing clinically useful
information for the management of OC. Therefore, using sensitive profiling methods like
proteomic analysis to discriminate between body fluid EV proteins from OC patients and
control patients will be very useful for identifying novel biomarkers for early diagnosis and
real-time monitoring of cancer progression. Although the candidate exosomal protein
biomarkers in Table 1 have been identified for OC, the role of these EV proteins in OC
progression, occurrence, and treatment response is still unclear. Moreover, to further validate
the EV biomarkers identified in OC liquid biopsies, these marker candidates should be
validated in multicenter clinical trials.

Table 1. Summary of potential EV protein biomarkers in OC diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy
Putative
Source
Clinical
Isolation method
Clinical
Reference
biomarker
sample
significance
number
Claudin-4
OVCAR2,
HGSCO
Ultracentrifugation
Diagnosis,
[44]
OVCAR3,
C patients
Prognosis
OVCA420,
(63),
OVCA433,
normal
BG1,
healthy
Hey
and controls
UCI101 cell (50)
lines;
Plasma
samples
MSLN,
OVCAR3,
N/A
Ultracentrifugation
Diagnosis
[45]
CEA,
OVCAR433
MUC16
, OVCAR5
(CA125),
and SKOV3
WFDC2
cell lines
EpCAM,
OVCAR3,
N/A
Ultracentrifugation
Diagnosis
[46]
PCNA,
IGROV1
TUBB3,
cell lines
EGFR,
APOE,
CLDN3,
9

FASN,
ERBB2,
CD171
HSP70,
MHC-I,
CD81
TGF-β1,
MAGE3,
MAGE6,

OC
patients
(35)
Plasma
OC
samples
patients
(22),
patients
with
benign
tumors
(10),
normal
healthy
controls
(10)
Sera
and OC
ascites
patients
samples
(61)
Ascites
OC
samples
patients
(16)

Ultracentrifugation

Immunothera
py

Ultracentrifugation

Predicting
[48]
response to
therapy,
Prognosis

Ultracentrifugation

Diagnosis

Ultracentrifugation

CD24,
EpCAM

Ascites
samples

Ultracentrifugation

L1CAM,
CD24,
ADAM10,
and
EMMPRI
N
CA125,
EpCAM,
CD24

Ascites
samples

OC
patients
(24)
OC
patients
(20)

Predicting
[18]
response to
therapy,
Prognosis
Diagnosis
[55]

Ultracentrifugation

Therapeutic
target

[56]

microfluidic
ExoSearch chip

Diagnosis

[57]

sE-cad

OVCAR-3,
Caov-3,
OV-90,
TOV21G,
and
TOV112D
cell lines;
Ascites
samples

OC
patients
(15),
normal
health
controls
(5)
OC
patients
(35),
Other
cancer
patients
(15)

Ultracentrifugation

Diagnosis,
Prognosis,
Therapeutic
target

[50]

sALCAM

CD24,
EpCAM

Ascites
samples

Plasma
samples

[47]

[49]
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Notes: APOE: apolipoprotein E; CLDN3: claudin 3; EGFR: epidermal growth factor receptor;
FASN: fatty acid synthase; HGSOC: high-grade serous ovarian cancer; MAGE: melanomaassociated antigen; N/A: not available; PCNA: proliferation cell nuclear antigen; sALCAM:
soluble activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule; sE-cad: soluble E-cadherin; TUBB3:
tubulin beta-3 chain.

EV isolation and detection
Isolation and detection are two important and indivisible parts of EV studies. It would be
ideal if detection could be achieved with raw materials such as blood and urine. However, this
is very challenging to achieve with these complex biofluids, as the presence of proteins may
cause the actual targets to be hard to detect. Therefore, many isolation methods involve both
purification and enrichment, which make the EV concentration higher for better detection.
While most studies involve a pre-isolation step before the actual analysis, there have recently
been some attempts to combine isolation and analysis into one system, especially with lab-onchip devices [62, 63].
Physical isolation techniques are used to isolate EVs based on their physical properties like
density, surface charge, or size. Conventional bulk methods based on physical isolation include
ultracentrifugation,

ultrafiltration,

and

size

exclusive

chromatography

(SEC).

Ultracentrifugation is considered the gold standard; however, it is time-consuming and has
always been associated with additional issues, such as low recovery and low purity [64].
Recently, new separation technologies have been developed, mostly based on microfluidic
platforms utilizing the physical properties of EVs. These new technologies include acoustic,
membrane filtration, viscoelastic flow, nanowire trapping, and lateral displacement systems
[35, 65]. Whereas physical separation techniques yield higher numbers of EVs without the need
for labelling or modification, they usually co-isolate different types of EVs, protein aggregates,
and other particle contaminants. For example, protein bound complexes co-exist with EVs
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when isolated using the polyethylene glycolebased precipitation method [66]. In addition,
direct isolation of cell- or tissue-specific exosomes is not possible when using physical
separation methods, as they do not target surface biomarkers.
Unlike the physical isolation techniques, it has been demonstrated that biological- or affinitybased separation techniques are better at isolating specific subtypes of exosomes by targeting
surface proteins mainly from the tetraspanin family (e.g., CD9, CD63, and CD81) [67]. These
methods are able to directly characterize the captured exosomes or lyse the exosomes for
downstream analysis. However, as it is difficult to remove EVs from the binding molecules,
these isolated EVs cannot be used for the functional analysis of intact EVs. Magnetic bead kits
are commercially available for biomarker-specific exosome isolation (e.g. beads from
ThermoFisher Scientific and System Biosciences). However, these approaches are typically
expensive and require multiple steps for washing and enrichment. Recently, microfluidic
devices, which bring magnetic beads into lab-on-chip systems, have been developed. These
lab-on-chip systems combine all necessary steps into one device: sample loading, mixing,
incubation, washing, and downstream analysis for proteins and RNAs. The lab-on-chip systems
make the clinical translation of EV analysis possible [57, 68].
Analysis of isolated exosomes is typically based on conventional detection approaches to
measure the expression of exosomal proteins, such as western blot, enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (ELISA), and flow cytometry (FCM), [69]. In ELISA, exosomes are
immobilized onto a solid phase, followed by labelling with fluorescent- or enzyme-conjugated
antibodies (Abs) for optical detection. In FCM, exosomes are bound to Ab-conjugated
microbeads and then analyzed by measuring fluorescence of fluorescence-conjugated Abs.
With these types of labelling methods, the detection signals such as absorbance (OD) or
fluorescence intensity provide only the relative quantity of exosomes.
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Because of the small size of EVs, most FCM-based analyses still rely on microbeads to
capture EVs. Microbeads enable the analysis of EVs based on biomarkers on their surface.
However, existing FCM methods have limited sensitivity and resolution to analyze EVs
directly, as it tends to miss or underestimate small vesicles (< 200 nm) due to “Swarm Theory”
[70]. Recently, highly sensitive FCMs are under development to distinguish particles as small
as 100 nm [71] so that single EVs can be interrogated. Moreover, imaging-based technology
has been developed to analyze single EVs in a multiplexed format [72]. Kibria et al. developed
a microFCM platform that is capable of assessing the expression of CD47 in single circulating
exosomes from breast cancer patients [73]. These new technologies provide opportunities for
profiling single exosome and thus, differentiate different exosome subsets.
Physical analysis has been achieved for EVs as well. For physical analysis, pre-isolation to
obtain a high purity EV population is particularly important. Particle size distribution and
concentration are usually measured by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), FCM, and tunable
resistive pulse sensing [74]. NTA is a standard method for characterization and measurement
of the concentration of exosomes or vesicles (< 200 nm). In NTA, a light beam illuminates the
particles in the solution and the path of each particle is captured to determine its velocity and
diffusivity, which will then be used to calculate the particle concentration and size distribution
[75, 76]. NTA is a simple and quick analysis. However, the results regarding size and
concentration are affected by different parameters during video capture and analysis, such as
camera level and threshold. In addition, the linear range for NTA to provide an accurate
measurement is around 108-109 particle/mL, which limit its application in measuring samples
with low particle concentration. An alternative to NTA, tunable resistive pulse sensing (TRPS),
is based on the ionic current change when a particle passes through a size-tunable nanopore.
As TRPS measures individual particles, it has less strict requirements on the particle
concentration. However, the particle size range that can be measured by TRPS is limited by
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the size of the nanopore. The nanopore may need to be changed when measuring particles in
different size ranges. In addition, TRPS is not suitable for analyzing heterogeneous samples,
such as plasma, as the nanopores tend to get clogged with large particles. These two techniques
have recently been compared for EVs in clinical cerebrospinal fluids, suggesting that both
methods are capable of assessing EVs derived from body fluids and that a multi-platform
quantitation will be required to guide clinical studies [77]. Apart from multi-platform
quantitation, the addition of pre-isolation procedures of exosomes such as ultracentrifugation
and SEC, or precipitation reagents (such as polyethylene glycol) have also been suggested to
better assess the size and distribution of EVs. Nevertheless, it has been shown that neither the
total number of EVs nor the size of EVs is accurate in differentiating different status of cancers
and healthy controls [43]. Thus, these physical parameters need to be combined with molecular
information for clinical relevance.
Overall, bulk methods based on counting or labelling have limitations such as being timeconsuming, labor-intensive, or insensitive. These limitations are greatly hindering the
translation of current exosome analytical methods into clinical settings where real-time
monitoring and high-throughput analysis is required for samples with low exosome abundance.

New technologies for EV analysis in ovarian cancer in clinical applications

Various new technologies have recently been developed to improve the sensitivity and
throughput for EV analysis, such as microfluidic technology, which has previously been shown
to have unique advantages in exosome separation, genomic and proteomic analysis, as well as
quantitative biology. It also features low sample volume requirement and simple sample
processing, which makes it feasible for point-of-care clinical utilities. The following
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approaches have been recently developed for OC exosome characterization and shown promise
in the clinical setting for OC diagnosis and prognosis.

The nano-plasmonic exosome (nPLEX) assay
The nPLEX assay is a label-free, high-throughput approach for quantitative analysis of
exosomes [58]. This method is based on transmission surface plasmon resonance to detect
proteins on the surface or in the lysates of exosomes. This approach had improved sensitivity
compared with conventional modalities and could be portably operated when integrated with
miniaturized optics. Im et al. demonstrated that nPLEX could identify OC-derived exosomes
from ascites in patients by detecting CD24 and EpCAM, suggesting its potential for diagnostics
(Fig. 1). Compared to conventional methods, the nPLEX technology has advantages such as
high sensitivity, label-free exosome analyses, and continuous real-time monitoring of
molecular markers.
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Figure 1. Profiling of OC patient exosomes with nPLEX. (A) An image showing an
nPLEX chip integrated with a multichannel microfluidic cell for independent and parallel
analyses. (B) Analysis of ascites-derived exosomes from OC and healthy patients by the
nPLEX sensor. (C) Exosomal protein levels of EpCAM and CD24 in ascites samples from
patients measured by nPLEX. (D) Longitudinal monitoring of treatment responses in
ascites samples from OC patients before and after chemotherapy with nPLEX. Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature: BMC Springer Nature, Nature Biotechnology.
Label-free detection and molecular profiling of exosomes with a nano-plasmonic sensor,
H. Im et al., copyright 2014.

The integrated magneto-electrochemical exosome (iMEX)
With iMEX assay exosomes were immunomagnetically captured from OC patient samples
and assessed through an electrochemical reaction. Combining immunomagnetic enrichment
and enzymatic amplification, the approach demonstrates high sensitivity, cell-specific
detection, sensor miniaturization, and high-throughput ability for exosome measurements [59].
The iMEX is a portable exosome detection system with the capacity to perform
measurements in parallel. The sensor can simultaneously detect multiple protein markers
within an hour while consuming only 10 μL of plasma per marker, which outperforms
conventional methods in terms of sensitivity and speed. This group found higher levels of
EpCAM and CD24 in EVs from OC patients than those from healthy controls, and both metrics
showed high correlation (Fig. 2). In addition, they also examined iMEX’s potential for realtime monitoring EV markers EpCAM and CD24 in plasma of OC patients before and after
drug treatment. Their results suggested that the “nonresponding” patients had high expression
levels of EpCAM and CD24 compared with the “responding” patients (Fig. 2C).
Compared with nPLEX, iMEX has lower sensitivity and throughput, but is less complex and
does not require nanofabrication, which makes it an affordable and miniaturized platform for
on-site exosome detection.
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Figure 2. iMEX for clinical applications. (A) iMEX assay for clinical OC plasma analysis with
CD63, EpCAM, CD24, and CA125 markers. (B) EpCAM and CD24 levels analyzed by the
iMEX assay were much higher in OC patients. (C) Longitudinal monitoring of drug treatment
responses with the iMEX assay. EpCAM and CD24 levels in responders were decreased
significantly, but their levels in nonresponders were stable (EpCAM) or increased (CD24) after
treatment. Reprinted with permission from S. Jeong et al., Integrated Magneto-Electrochemical
Sensor for Exosome Analysis, ACS Nano, 10 (2016) 1802-1809. Copyright (2016) American
Chemical Society.
ExoSearch
ExoSearch is a simple microfluidic approach for the rapid preparation of blood plasma
exosomes for in situ, multiplexed detection using immunomagnetic beads [57]. ExoSearch chip
has been employed for plasma-based diagnosis of OC by multiplexed evaluation of the
expression levels of CA-125, EpCAM, and CD24 on the surface of exosomes in 20 OC patients,
which demonstrated superior diagnostic power (AUC = 1.0, p = 0.001). The ExoSearch chip
17

has the capability to perform simultaneous and quantitative evaluation of a biomarker panel
from the same exosome subpopulation with improved reproducibility. In addition, this assay
can acquire different subpopulations of exosomes from a wide range of input volumes (10 μL
to 10 mL), largely facilitating the downstream molecular analysis and profiling. However,
given the small number of patients recruited in the study, future studies with a large-scale
cohort is required to further validate the diagnostic value of the ExoSearch chip.
Later, this group developed another sensitive microfluidic platform based on a new graphene
oxide/polydopamine (GO/PDA) nano-interface (nano-IMEX), which could discriminate OC
patients from healthy controls by using 2 μL plasma without sample processing [60]. This
suggests that this platform could provide a more robust assay to evaluate exosomes for noninvasive detection and precision treatment of OC.

ExoCounter
Kabe Y et al. recently designed a novel device, the ExoCounter, to quantify the number of
exosomes in the sera of OC patients. In this system, exosomes can be captured in the groove of
an Ab-coated optical disc, labeled with Ab-conjugated magnetic nanobeads, and then counted
with an optical disc drive [78].
This team demonstrated that this new approach could detect specific exosomes derived from
cell supernatants or human serum without any enrichment procedures. In addition, ExoCounter
had high detection sensitivity and linearity compared with conventional detection methods
such as ELISA or FCM. Using ExoCounter, the CD9/HER2-positive exosomes were shown to
be significantly increased in patients with OC compared with healthy controls and noncancer
disease patients. Therefore, this method is very suitable for liquid biopsies of OC exosome
biomarkers for diagnosis and progression monitoring.
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Microfluidic affinity separation chip
A herringbone-grooved microfluidic device has recently been developed for direct isolation
of exosomes using biomarkers CD9 and EpCAM from small volumes of serum of high-grade
serous ovarian cancer (HGSOC) patients. Using this device, they found that both total and
EpCAM+ exosome numbers increase concurrently with disease progression in HGSOC [79].
This approach can be used to isolate intact and label-free biomarker specific exosomes for
predicting HGSOC disease stages, as well as facilitating downstream functional studies.
In comparison with traditional isolation methods, this platform features a rapid (< 20 minutes
for capture and release) and cost-effective method with a high yield and specificity and low
sample volume requirement (< 100 μL) to distinguish significant differences in HGSOC
disease stages, making itself suitable for clinical applications. In addition, as the exosomes
captured by the platform are intact and label-free, this method allows further downstream
characterization and experimentation, both on and off chip.
In summary, all new techniques recently developed for EV detection hold promise for OC
early diagnosis and monitoring cancer progression. However, new OC exosomal markers
should continue to be tested using these technologies and a large number of OC samples need
to be used for validation studies to confirm their clinical significance.
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Table 2. Summary of the new technologies recently developed in EV detection of OC blood
Assay

Tested
marker
CD24,
EpCAM

Sample
source
OC patient
and normal
health
ascites
samples

Sample
volume
n/a

Isolation method

ExoSearch

CA-125,
EpCAM,
CD24

OC patient
and normal
health
plasma
samples

20 μL

nano-IMEX

CD9,
CD63,
CD81,
EpCAM

OC patient
and normal
health
plasma
samples

2 μL
without
sample
processing

nPLEX

Assay
time
< 30 min

Level of Detection
(LOD)
105 sensing
elements

multiplexed
detection using
immunomagnetic
beads

~40 min

n/a

based on a new
GO/PDA nanointerface

n/a

103-fold higher than
that of bench-top
chemiluminescence
ELISA

transmission
surface plasmon
resonance through
periodic nanohole
arrays

Advantage

Reference

highly sensitive,
[58]
label-free
exosome
analyses, portable
operation,
real-time
monitoring of
molecular
binding.
simultaneous
[57]
quantitative
evaluation of
multiple markers,
a wide range of
preparation
volumes,
higher
reproducibility.
improving the
[60]
detection
sensitivity and
dynamic range,
small sample
volume,
effectively
suppressing the
effects of non-
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iMEX

EpCAM,
CD24,
CD63,
CD125

OC patient
and normal
health
plasma
samples

10 μL

combining
magnetic
enrichment and
enzymatic
amplification

readouts
within 1
h; 10
μL/min
rate.

detection sensitivity
of <105 vesicles

ExoCounter

CD9,
CD63,
CD147,
HER2

OC patient
and normal
health
serum
samples

0.39 μL

combining the
properties of
nanobeads with
optical disc
technology

150 min

800-fold
higher than that of
the ExoTest

specific exosome
adsorption.
highly sensitive,
[59]
cell-specific
exosome
detection,
sensor
miniaturization,
scale-up for highthroughput
measurements.
The higher
[78]
detection
sensitivity and
linearity with this
system,
high performance
in the direct
detection of
exosomes.
higher yield,
[79]
higher specificity,
inexpensive,
rapid, requiring
minimal sample
volume.

healthy,
< 100 μL
herringbone< 20 min n/a
benign,
grooved
for
stage I, and
microfluidic
capture
stage IV
device
and
HGSCOC
release
patient
serum
samples
Notes: GO: graphene oxide; HGSOC: high-grade serous ovarian cancer; iMEX: integrated magneto-electrochemical exosome; n/a: information
Microfluidic
affinity
separation
chip

CD9,
EpCAM

not available; nano-IMEX: nano-interfaced microfluidic exosome; nPLEX: nano-plasmonic exosome; PDA: polydopamine.
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The current challenges for EV biomarker detection and application in OC

While exosomes show great promise as biomarkers for OC diagnosis and real-time
progression monitoring, there are still several limitations that need to be overcome prior to
more widespread clinical application. First, standardized and consistent methods need to be
established for the isolation and enrichment of tumor-derived exosomes from blood samples,
as no clear consensus has been reached regarding the optimal method for isolation and
quantification of exosomes [11]. Second, the identified existing exosome protein biomarkers
in OC need to be validated in a large set of sample cohorts to find the impact on clinical
outcomes such as improved early detection, progression-free survival, or overall survival rates.
Some of the new technologies mentioned in the previous sections have follow-up studies that
involve clinical sample cohorts. For instance, the nPLEX assay developed by Im et al. [58] has
been applied to pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma in more than 100 clinical samples [80]. Other
new technologies need to be validated in clinical studies. Third, the time and costs for exosome
processing and analysis should be significantly reduced for clinical application and these noninvasive detection methods should be accurate and fast [42]. Some of the new technologies
described above have effectively addressed this challenge, aiming towards developing rapid
and cost-effective tests. In addition, many other factors such as stress, hypoxia, tumor types,
and growth patterns can influence the secretion of exosomes and should be taken into
consideration during processing and analysis [81, 82]. Despite these challenges, exosomes have
shown significant potential as future liquid biopsy biomarkers for OC and further research and
development is warranted in this area.

Conclusions
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Liquid biopsy is nearly ready to offer a robust, yet minimally invasive tool for the diagnosis
and comprehensive management of OC. Apart from being able to provide valuable information
for diagnosis when the tumor is less accessible, blood-based exosome tests may also allow for
real-time monitoring of the tumor evolution and evaluation of treatment efficacy. Although
most of the biomarkers available today require prospective validation, the development of noninvasive EV-based liquid biopsy has already emerged and paved the way to improve the early
detection, evaluation of response to therapy, prognosis, and outcome in OC patients.
As surrogates of cancer cells, exosomes are promising for precise and personalized cancer
diagnosis and real-time monitoring cancer progression. Using a panel of identified exosomal
protein markers as a “cancer signature” may provide improved detection in screening OC for
early diagnosis.
The EV cargo provides a promising source for the discovery of liquid biopsy biomarkers.
The rapid advances in next-generation “omics” and EV capture platforms are the driving
approaches for disease stratification, diagnosis, and monitoring. Further advancements in EV
isolation methods that potentially prevent overestimation and contamination of EVs may allow
the study of discrete EVs from body fluids, hence holding great promise for future diagnostic
applications, where isolation and examination of individual EVs are paramount.
More rapid and defined EV isolation procedures have been recently developed. This should
enable the seamless integration of EV isolation and analyses into clinical diagnostic pipelines.
This is crucial since time-consuming isolation procedures that require expensive, specialized
equipment (i.e. ultracentrifugation) are unlikely to be feasible for routine clinical practice. In
addition, specific exosomal cargo molecules (proteins, RNAs, lipids, etc.) are likely to be
identified/validated in the context of defined clinical questions.
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